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 This research was a pragmatic study on speech acts and conversational implicates 

performed by the characters in Angry Bird which means the data research is all from the 

conversation in the movie. This research is aimed at identifying and describing the expressive 

speech acts focusing on the employment of types of apologizing act and also the purpose of each 

types. 

 This research employed a qualitative method with the researcher as the key instrument 

and the data sheets used as the secondary instruments. The object of this research was the 

characters in Angry Bird movie. The data were in the form of lingual units, i.e. words, phrases, 

clauses or sentences. The data analysis of this research were based on the findings of the type of 

apologizing act classification and the conversational that arise in the character’s utterances. To 

achieve the trustworthiness of the data, the researcher used  some theories and previous study 

about Expressive Speech Acts especially in Apologizing Act. 

 The findings of this research reveal two important points. First, there are seven types of 

apologizing act found in Angry Bird movie; they are Hurt, Sorry (for An Excuse, Politely), Sorry 

(or Have Lost Your Job, or Unlucky), Excuse Me? (Polite), Sorry (Intentionally), ExcứseMé! 

(Ironic, with Two Exaggerated Stresses), and Excuse Me? (Exaggeratedly Incredulous).Based on 

the analysis, the researcher found two types of apologizing act which are used mostly by the 

characters in Angry Bird movie such as Sorry (for An Excuse, Politely), Sorry (or Have Lost 

Your Job, or Unlucky). Second, the purpose of these types depend on the context in each of the 

utterances in Angry Bird movie. In conclusion, there are three kinds of Sorry and excuse me in 

apologizing act with different aims used in utterances, but there are only two of them were 

mostly used in Sorry, such as Sorry (for An Excuse, Politely), Sorry (or Have Lost Your Job, or 

Unlucky).  


